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Executive Summary
In the world of proxy mechanics, one of the “next new things” is client directed voting (CDV). CDV is intended to respond
to low and declining levels of proxy voting by retail beneficial owners — i.e., individual shareowners or RBOs — and
in particular to recent changes to Rule 452 of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) that prohibit uninstructed broker
voting in uncontested director elections. Forthcoming changes to that rule under the recently-enacted financial reforms
will further narrow the matters on which brokers may vote uninstructed shares. While there are many formulations
of CDV, all involve a process by which an RBO can provide some form of advance voting instructions to an entity
authorized to vote his or her shares, subject to the RBO’s ability to override the instructions. The most important
variations among these formulations are intended to promote more informed RBO voting decisions through, for example,
access to institutional voting decisions or guidelines. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has solicited
comment on how this model, which it refers to as “advance voting instructions,” might operate as part of its recent
“concept release” on proxy voting and shareowner communications (concept release).
There is broad consensus about the importance of RBO participation. There is much less agreement with respect to
whether CDV is an appropriate means to increase participation, or what would be the most effective CDV design. Much
of the debate centers around what problem CDV is intended to address — broadly speaking, whether the goal should be
to streamline voting mechanics so as to increase voting levels or to create a model that facilitates more informed voting.
How commentators balance the relative importance of these goals informs their views about the best approach to many
key features of CDV, such as the scope of proposals covered; available voting choices; and whether and how frequently
an RBO must reaffirm advance instructions.
Because increased RBO participation has the potential to influence the outcome of at least some matters, whether
and in what form CDV might be implemented are of importance to institutional investors and companies. A CDV model
that has the effect (even if unintended) of creating a standardized voting mechanism that is viewed as little different
from uninstructed broker voting would be of great concern to institutions. Some CDV models would also permit
RBOs to mirror institutional voting decisions (mirror-voting). This approach could raise questions about confidentiality
in voting since it would effectively require advance disclosure of institutional voting decisions. Some institutions have
also questioned this approach, as a matter of principle more than liability exposure, because they owe a fiduciary duty
only to their own investors. This point raises the issue of the desirability or appropriateness of RBO voting that mirrors
institutional voting. Finally, companies and/or institutional investors may directly or indirectly bear some implementation
costs of CDV, depending on the approach taken.
From a regulatory perspective, CDV presents a fundamental policy issue. Under any CDV model, RBOs would set voting
instructions before disclosure about the matters in question is available and before the specific matters are known —
indeed, in some iterations of CDV, before the shareowner even owns stock in a company for whose annual meeting
the instructions would apply. This is in stark contrast to the current proxy framework that does not permit voting in
the absence of highly detailed disclosures intended to provide appropriate context for voting decisions. As a matter of
public policy, it is far from clear how the SEC will balance the independent value it ascribes to RBO participation against
the disclosure and investor protection principles underpinning the current framework. The SEC must also evaluate
whether the features of CDV intended to address this concern — the ability to revoke advance instructions and periodic
reaffirmation of advance instructions — are sufficient.
CDV proponents have countered this policy concern by asserting that institutional investors essentially set advance
voting instructions now through their reliance on proxy advisory firms — an approach, they argue, that is worse than
CDV, since those firms have no economic interest in the companies that are the subject of their voting recommendations.
In their view, CDV merely levels the playing field. While this is a compelling goal, the analogy to institutional practices is
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imperfect. Those practices vary substantially, and assertions that institutions uniformly “outsource” the voting function
are simply unfounded. Moreover, in light of their fiduciary duties, institutions review their voting practices and decisions
each year, an obligation not shared by RBOs. Institutions also have regular means of providing input into the published
guidelines of proxy advisory firms and often develop bespoke guidelines in consultation with those firms. This reflects
a level of systematic and recurring engagement — largely due to fiduciary obligations — that would be unlikely among
RBOs. Moreover, that institutional practices have evolved in this direction does not require, as a matter of policy, that the
model be extended to RBOs if that result would be inconsistent with fundamental principles of investor protection.
On the other hand, some features of the current proxy voting system may now operate to marginalize RBO participation.
That situation merits attention by all participants and the SEC, and CDV merits consideration as one potential solution.
CDV merits consideration as one potential means to address the problem. To date, much of the dialogue about CDV
has been conceptual and, while some have begun to consider operational details, many practical implementation issues
are unresolved. Lack of empirical data about the demand for CDV, its potential effectiveness to meet any particular set
of goals and its cost implications is likely to create challenges in evaluating the design and potential effectiveness of any
particular CDV model.
The complexity of CDV and the policy and regulatory issues it entails suggest to us that a robust CDV model is likely to
have a long gestation period, particularly since any CDV model must be considered in light of the wide range of proxy
infrastructure questions that the SEC is now raising as part of its concept release. Other regulatory changes may be
more expeditious and, possibly, more effective tools to increase RBO participation. Regulatory changes that would
simplify the voting framework and enhance communications generally, such as through the elimination or adjustment of
the OBO/NOBO framework to favor disclosure of shareowner identities or by promoting more robust broker-dealer online
voting platforms, seem to us to be a more effective approach that should merit priority consideration. Perhaps more
importantly, at least some of these other reforms can be achieved — in contrast to CDV — in a way that does not require
consideration of investor protection principles that underpin the SEC’s proxy rules.
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Introduction �
In the world of proxy mechanics, one of the “next new things” is client directed voting. CDV has been advanced by
companies and shareowner advocates in response to low and declining levels of proxy voting by retail beneficial
owners — i.e., individual shareowners or RBOs1 — and in particular to recent changes to NYSE Rule 452 that eliminate
uninstructed broker voting in uncontested director elections. Forthcoming changes to that rule under the recentlyenacted financial reforms will further narrow its impact by eliminating broker uninstructed voting on compensation matters
and “any other significant matter.” as determined by the SEC.2 While there are a number of different formulations of CDV,
all involve a process by which an RBO can provide some form of advance voting instructions to an entity authorized to
vote his or her shares, subject to the RBO’s ability to override the instructions. The SEC has itself expressed interest
in the concept, which it refers to as “advance voting instructions,” and its recently issued concept release on proxy
infrastructure seeks public comment on several questions about how CDV might operate.3
There is no serious debate about declining levels of RBO participation.4 There is, however, considerable discussion
about many related topics, including the voting levels attained for various subsets of RBOs, whether CDV or other
techniques will be most effective in increasing participation and whether CDV will (and, indeed, whether it should be
designed to) just increase RBO voting or enhance the level of RBO engagement with the issues and therefore increase
informed voting as well.
There are acknowledged hurdles to increasing RBO participation. Time constraints are often cited,5 and the length
and complexity of proxy materials and the compressed annual meeting season exacerbate the problem. RBOs may
also believe that their brokers are voting for them, or they may be confused by the process generally.6 Economists cite
“rational apathy” — the failure to vote owing to a perception that no individual vote has practical impact when voting is
widely diffused — as another explanation.7 RBO voting statistics may also simply indicate that they accord less relative
value to this component of their investments. Unlike institutions, which vote at rates in excess of 90 percent,8 RBOs are
not required to vote, are not generally constrained by investment guidelines and do not perceive themselves as subject to
other factors that can drive a longer-term ownership perspective and therefore greater engagement.
As noted above, the CDV model would allow RBOs to provide revocable advance voting instructions to an entity
authorized to vote their shares. Its proponents argue that CDV extends to RBOs a tool widely used by institutions that
rely on proxy advisory firms to vote their shares or provide issues-based “filters” to distinguish routine shareowner
meetings from those involving special issues. Several iterations of CDV have been proposed, varying in approach to
key features, such as the scope of proposals covered; available voting choices; and whether and how frequently an
RBO must reaffirm advance instructions. The design of a CDV model depends of course on the problem it is intended
to address. A CDV model aimed more directly at promoting informed voting could look very different from one intended
to increase RBO participation through a more streamlined voting process.9 CDV proponents and commentators on
its prospects have uniformly emphasized ease of use as critical to CDV’s success, but generally not at the expense of
promoting informed voting through a continued focus on timely, high quality disclosure and educational tools. Interested
constituencies vary in how they would balance these goals.
Increased RBO participation does in fact have the potential to influence the outcome of at least some matters. RBO
participation and the impact of CDV are therefore of importance not only to RBOs, but also to institutional investors
and companies. A CDV model that increases genuinely volitional RBO voting may be seen as facilitating the exercise of
an important shareowner right and thus may have a role in evolving proxy mechanics, even if it does not also enhance
RBO understanding of ballot items. On the other hand, a CDV model that facilitates voting through a streamlined
process, but that has the effect (even if unintended) of a standardized voting mechanism may be viewed as little different
from uninstructed broker voting. That type of model would nullify the modifications to NYSE Rule 452 and be of great
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concern to institutional investors. Some CDV models would also permit RBOs to mirror institutional voting decisions.
This approach could raise questions about confidentiality in voting since it would effectively require advance disclosure of
institutional voting decisions. Some institutions have also questioned the appropriateness of this approach, as a matter
of principle more than liability exposure, because they owe a fiduciary duty only to their own investors. Finally, depending
on the design and perhaps on the regulatory approach to CDV, companies and/or institutional investors may directly
or indirectly bear some implementation costs (e.g., in the case of institutions, through increased regulation about the
content of their published voting guidelines).
Meaningful evaluation of CDV is hobbled by the lack of empirical data about the demand for CDV, its potential
effectiveness to meet any particular set of goals and its cost implications. Perspectives about CDV are thus anecdotal
and speculative at best. In particular, it is unclear whether CDV could increase RBO participation beyond a limited
number of more sophisticated RBO investors with enough individual stock positions to make it worthwhile. Without
evidence of meaningful demand for CDV and a funding source, intermediaries may not undertake the development and
promotional activities needed to create a robust model. Nevertheless, the concept could be appealing and merits further
review by regulators, companies and investors.
Against this backdrop, we address below selected considerations relevant to CDV as follows:

4

■■

Part II provides background information about the development of the CDV concept and prototypes and alternatives
to CDV;

■■

Part III provides perspectives on the design of a CDV model;

■■

Part IV addresses other regulatory and logistical considerations that may drive development and acceptance of CDV;

■■

Part V addresses cost considerations; and

■■

Part VI concludes with recommendations.
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Background and Context for CDV

Development of the CDV Concept
CDV is a relatively new idea. The concept gained currency after the NYSE’s Proxy Working Group (PWG) published its
analysis of broker discretionary voting under NYSE Rule 452 in 2007. CDV was conceived as a tool to increase RBO
participation and a possible way to offset declines from already low RBO voting levels that were expected to follow
the end of broker discretionary voting in uncontested director elections.10 The model considered by the PWG entailed
portfolio-wide advance instructions with four voting options: (1) for the board’s recommendations, (2) against the board’s
recommendations, (3) abstain on all matters, and (4) proportionally with the brokerage firm’s instructed RBO votes. At
the time of a proxy solicitation, an RBO would receive a pre-marked voting instruction form (VIF) from his or her broker
reflecting the RBO’s advance instructions, but could override the pre-marked votes.
Various parties have continued to advance CDV, notably the Society of Corporate Secretaries & Governance
Professionals (SCSGP), which has met informally with the SEC staff to seek interpretive guidance to facilitate CDV.11
Several iterations of the original concept have been proposed as CDV has become more widely promoted. The most
important variations are intended to facilitate more informed RBO voting decisions. Informed voting is an appealing goal
for regulators, but may also be a critical factor for institutions and others who have a skeptical view of pre-selected voting
“defaults” as the practical equivalent of uninstructed broker voting.12
The key element of these variations is RBO access to a menu of voting rationales or options based on third-party
guidelines or decisions, principally those of institutions. Proposals in this vein have suggested both a centralized,
standardized database of this information and more decentralized approaches, such as Internet “voting feeds” that
could serve as the basis of, or to inform, RBO advance instructions.13 As RBOs repeatedly observe the voting decisions
of particular institutions, those institutions would develop specific voting reputations or “brands.”14 RBOs would benefit
as they could rely on others with greater resources to evaluate specific governance issues and instead invest their time
in analyzing voting “brands.” Proponents argue that, even if an RBO cannot, or does not, choose to mirror the vote of
another investor, this approach could facilitate greater and more informed RBO participation.

CDV Prototypes
Many components of a CDV model exist online today, although generally not through a single portal. Web sites such
as MoxyVote.com, ProxyDemocracy.org, ShareOwners.org and TransparentDemocracy.org are prototypes for a CDV
model as they provide services that aim to educate RBOs and increase their participation. For example, ProxyDemocracy
aggregates voting decisions of large institutional investors that are published prior to shareowner meetings and
summarizes voting records of institutional investors and mutual funds. RBOs using MoxyVote can vote their proxies
electronically and can align their votes with “advocates” that publish their votes on the site in advance of a shareowner
meeting.15 Aside from these Web sites, ad hoc arrangements exist for some classes of RBOs (mainly high net worth
individuals) who may set up advance instructions with their financial advisers.
At the SEC’s request to consider ways to increase RBO participation, Broadridge Financial Solutions Inc. (Broadridge)
has also considered the operation of a CDV model based in part on ProxyEdge, its suite of electronic voting services for
institutional investors. The Broadridge model, a description of which is included in Annex B, emphasizes disclosure, ease
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of use and RBO opt-in and control of the final votes cast, all of which are predicates shared with the SCSGP principles
discussed in Part III below. While the work is preliminary and inactive pending comments in response to the SEC’s
concept release, the approach represents the most advanced thinking about the operation and logistical implications of a
robust Web-based CDV model.
The absence of an existing online CDV model has several possible explanations aside from potential regulatory
impediments. One reason may be lack of demand owing to the same considerations that depress RBO voting generally.
Another may be the number and variety of sites, which may present a fragmented and confusing landscape even for
RBOs with computer access and facility with online environments. It may also be challenging for any one of these sites
to attract a critical mass of RBO users that would make further development and promotional investment worthwhile,
at least in the near term. In the absence of empirical analysis, the size of the RBO population that could be expected to
migrate to a CDV model and how RBOs might use the model are also uncertain. Finally, at least for large companies,
it is almost certainly the case that the outcome of only a relatively small percentage of votes will, as a practical matter,
be influenced by increased RBO participation. There may be more cost-efficient and effective ways for companies and
insurgents to increase RBO participation when RBO votes could determine the outcome or be important to evaluation of
the outcome.16
One means to promote more rapid adoption of CDV by RBOs in an online environment might be to rely on brokers and
(to a lesser extent) banks, which already have relationships with their RBO customers.17 These intermediaries might
readily add CDV to their other online services, although this avenue would require SEC rulemaking, as we discuss in Part
IV below. It would also require consideration of costs. There is no empirical data analyzing a subscription-based CDV
model, but it is unlikely that most RBOs would be subscribers. Further, as noted above, companies may be more inclined
to focus on cases where RBO votes may determine the outcome, rather than support development of a broader-based,
but less cost-effective approach to increasing RBO participation. These realities make a reliable business model for CDV
still more elusive.

Alternative Initiatives to Promote RBO Participation
There is little dispute that matters subject to a shareowner vote are becoming more meaningful. Votes are also becoming
closer for a variety of reasons that include substantive developments, such as increased concern about governance,
and procedural ones, such as the changes to NYSE Rule 452. These circumstances have stimulated interest in ways to
increase informed RBO participation. Moreover, beyond those cases where the RBO vote may influence the outcome,
there are other values that would be served by increased RBO participation, including the desire for a level playing field
among different types of investors and investor confidence in the fundamental fairness of the voting process.
CDV is not the only path to increased RBO participation. The SEC has taken steps to address this issue, including its
2010 amendments to the e-proxy rules to permit greater flexibility to design meaningful e-proxy notices and include
explanatory materials,18 and its 2007 amendments to the solicitation rules to facilitate the use of electronic shareowner
forums.19 Consistent with the widely-acknowledged educational challenge presented by low RBO participation, the
SEC has also placed investor education materials on its Web site,20 although many question whether these materials
will attract the attention of RBOs who are unresponsive to e-proxy. While SEC endorsement (or more) of the CDV
model may be another important step, building on these other alternatives should not be ignored.21 E-proxy has only
been in operation for three years. RBO adoption rates may rise as investors become more accustomed to the system,
particularly as a generation of more technologically savvy investors comes of age, and companies and insurgents (and
their agents) become more expert at operating in an electronic environment.
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Nevertheless, the impact of these initiatives is highly speculative, and some have suggested that more fundamental
changes to proxy infrastructure may be the best way to increase RBO participation. While a review of potential changes
is beyond the scope of this paper, CDV should not be viewed in isolation from the kinds of regulatory developments that
could result from the SEC’s concept release. Some changes could have significant implications for CDV — both in terms
of the need for a CDV model and its design — particularly insofar as they promote transparency in share ownership and
more direct communications between companies and shareowners (or among shareowners). The most important of
these are proposals that would modify or eliminate the “OBO/NOBO” distinction,22 require securities intermediaries to
transfer voting authority to beneficial owners and promote shareowner direct registration in company books and records.
Others include changes to SEC rules to require more timely ownership reports by institutional holders and adjustments
to the current framework to permit companies to take advantage of state laws that permit separate record dates for
determining shareowners entitled to notice of a meeting and to vote at the meeting.23 Changes that streamline the voting
process, such as a system that would permit an RBO to vote at one time his or her entire position in a company —
regardless of the number, type or location of the accounts through which it is held — could also facilitate higher rates of
RBO participation.
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Perspectives on CDV Design

The Basic Tension
CDV aims to resolve the basic tension between what RBOs do — generally not vote — and what commentators and
regulators want them to do — vote on an informed basis. Perspectives about bridging this gap through a CDV model
differ considerably.
Some commentators argue that the simplicity of revocable advance instructions based on a “for, against, abstain” voting
model, without a mirror-voting option, not only has strong user appeal, but substantive grounding based on the following
observations:
■■

RBOs purchase stock because they like the company and its performance and therefore are more likely to support
management and avail themselves of the “Wall Street walk” when dissatisfied with stock performance.

■■

Permitting RBOs to mirror the votes of institutions would be a flawed and potentially misleading approach:

• � Institutional investors do not owe any fiduciary duty to RBOs or to anyone other than their own investors, in
contrast to public company directors and officers who must exercise their fiduciary duties in the long-term best
interests of their shareowners, and a system that would facilitate (and potentially encourage) mirror-voting is
inappropriate as a policy matter;

• � Public company directors would face potential liability if they failed to act in the long-term best interests of their
shareowners as they would be in breach of their fiduciary duties, liability institutional investors currently would not
face if RBOs chose to follow the institution’s published votes as there is no fiduciary relationship between the RBO
and the institution;

• � Institutions often vote differently than their voting guidelines may suggest, which occurs for many undisclosed
reasons, such as private communications with the company in question, the relative contentiousness of the issue
and the company’s performance; and

• � Investment and other objectives of institutional investors vary widely and the institutions may have interests that
are not always apparent from their voting guidelines.
■■

Historical experience of institutions with proxy advisory firms suggests that a CDV model involving application of thirdparty voting guidelines or decisions would be problematic, mainly due to the challenges in developing a common
coding approach to ensure accurate voting results and a reliable audit trail.

■■

At least in the first instance, designing a more complex CDV model may be not be justified by the potential benefit,
given the likely appeal of CDV to a relatively small segment of RBOs whose time constraints already prevent them
from voting based on existing proxy materials.

But other commentators object strongly to this streamlined model because they believe it would operate to produce the
same results as uninstructed broker voting. They believe the analogy to institutional investor use of proxy advisory firms
is imperfect for at least two reasons. First, in light of their fiduciary duties, institutions must review their voting practices
and decisions each year, an obligation not shared by RBOs. Second, institutions have regular means of providing input
into the published guidelines of proxy advisory firms and often develop bespoke guidelines in consultation with those
firms. This reflects a level of engagement not present with an approach that relies on mirror-voting, particularly where the
standing mirror-vote need not be reviewed and reaffirmed on a regular basis.
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This group of commentators is therefore focused intensely on the educational challenge presented by efforts to increase
RBO participation, as well as requirements that RBOs opt into CDV and reaffirm their instructions periodically. They
generally favor CDV models that emphasize information delivery (including posting voting guidelines or decisions on the
Internet), as much as streamlined voting mechanics. These commentators are less likely to concede objections to a
more complex CDV model based on information overload, given their perception that RBOs generally hold few individual
stock positions. More significantly, their perception seems to be that, if information overload or lack of interest would
cause an RBO to avoid the burdens of a more complex model, it would be preferable that CDV not operate to facilitate
that RBO’s vote.
At the same time, this group of commentators acknowledges the efficiency of leveraging the voting resources of
institutional investors, although some support the principle that the model should operate as an “aggregator, not
an advocater.” Aside from sharing the conceptual and logistical concerns about mirror-voting noted above, these
commentators raise a further concern about the potential for unwanted company solicitation if institutions were required
to publish voting decisions in advance of meetings. They also generally recognize that some content-based standards
may be needed to address concerns about the integrity or transparency of posted voting guidelines and would not rely
solely on market forces to expose misleading information or proponents with hidden agendas or conflicts of interest.
Another way of looking at this basic tension is to ask whether RBO voting should be facilitated based on a model
analogous to that generally available for purposes of making investments. Like all investors, RBOs may appoint agents
to advise or act for them when making investments on an unfettered basis. Those agents are subject to regulation
principally directed at precluding fraud, providing disclosure about material matters relating to investment strategy,
past results and a number of other matters, and disclosing or precluding conflicts of interests. There is no limit on
RBO choice as to how to invest. Applied to voting, a similar model would allow RBOs to choose an agent from among
whatever choices are made available, subject to the appropriate regulation of the agent. Constraining the RBO’s
choices to those that promote informed voting would not be consistent with this approach. While informed investing is
encouraged, it is not required.
While appealing on the surface, this concept leaves two important issues unaddressed. First, what would be the
appropriate approach to regulation? Disclosure and conflicts of interest would appear to be issues that need to be
addressed as we discuss in Part IV. Second, if an investor who has not made informed investment decisions (or whose
agent does not) loses money, other investors and the company generally do not suffer the consequences. The same
may not be true in the exercise of voting rights insofar as a substantial uninformed vote (or misinformed vote, if the voting
mechanism failed to protect against fraud or conflicts of interest) can influence the outcome of a ballot item. While it is
not clear how the collective interest of investors should be taken into account, and indeed many of the issues arising
from CDV revolve around this point, the existence of that interest should be recognized in evaluating any particular CDV
model.
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SCSGP Principles �
As one of the most active proponents of CDV, the SCSGP has developed general principles to guide its implementation,
which are attached as Annex C. The SCSGP principles highlight the central predicates for a CDV model. While they are
wide-ranging, the most important in terms of general applicability and regulatory appeal are:
■■

The primacy of disclosure — participating RBOs should receive no less disclosure and no less timely disclosure than
they do today;

■■

The importance of RBO control over voting preferences — a CDV model should permit RBO override of voting
preferences to the same extent as provided by current proxy rules that permit a holder’s proxy to be superceded by a
proxy given at a later date; and

■■

The importance of affirmative RBO action — RBOs should opt into a CDV model and periodically reaffirm their
participation to promote engagement and avoid creating an approach that replicates the vices of uninstructed broker
voting.

In brief, the SCSGP principles imply a CDV model that provides a solution for the time-constrained RBO through the use
of pre-set voting preferences on a portfolio-wide basis. They balance the efficiency of advance instructions with ultimate
RBO control over the vote eventually cast when required solicitation materials are available. At the same time, while
conceding the practical challenge of a more complex system, the SCSGP principles contemplate customized advance
instructions “reflecting a broad spectrum of investor viewpoints, . . . which are publicly available or otherwise placed
on the platform on acceptable terms.” The SCSGP model for CDV would thus change the dynamics of the current
framework by easing the burden of the voting process and facilitating access to informative background materials and,
possibly, voting options. This balanced approach is intended to help assure that CDV does not operate simply as an
uninformed pro-management default.

Key Features of CDV
Even assuming a consensus around the guiding principles, proposals about the design of some of the key features of
CDV vary. These “moving parts” are summarized below.24

10

■■

Scope of proposals covered by CDV. CDV could apply to all shareowner and management proposals or a subset
of common, easily defined proposals, perhaps limited to those that relate to governance.25 Director elections could
be included or excluded as a rule, or excluded only in the case of contested elections (including elections subject to
“vote no” campaigns). Any other matter for which management and the proponent are using separate proxy cards
might also be excluded, as is suggested by the SCSGP principles.

■■

Voting choices. Choices could be simplified — for, against, abstain — or more nuanced, with a menu of options
that could include third-party voting guidelines or decisions (or voting feeds), as well as guidelines of proxy advisory
firms. An ancillary design question involves treatment of matters for which an RBO has not specified instructions. At
least three options are possible. Those votes could be cast on a proportional basis with other instructed RBO votes
at the relevant broker or intermediary or they could be treated as not having been voted at all. In the latter case, if
the proxy card were appropriately drafted, management could vote at its discretion matters treated as not voted.26
A third option would permit RBOs to select a default voting choice for all matters for which it otherwise has not
specified a vote.
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Approaches to this feature also depend on whether RBOs are perceived as “company-oriented” or “issue-oriented.”
As noted above, some commentators suggest that RBOs predominately invest based on company name and
performance and that, if dissatisfied with company performance, are more likely to sell their position rather than
seek governance changes. On this basis, they assert that a simple “for, against, abstain” approach is not only
adequate, but appropriate. These commentators note the contrast between RBOs and institutional investors, which
are effectively bound by their fiduciary duties to be issue-oriented. Other commentators promote an issue-based
approach as a more “natural” voting environment if the goal of CDV is informed participation. Of course, the reality
is that RBOs are not monolithic and include persons at both extremes and many points in between. Models built for
either extreme may be less successful than one that accommodates a range of preferences.
■■

Voting decisions versus voting guidelines. If a menu of decisions or guidelines were made available, RBOs
could give advance instructions to align their votes with a selected option. If a voting decision were selected, the
RBO would vote identically to the selected investor, although timing and confidentiality questions exist given that
institutional voting often occurs shortly before voting deadlines.
If an institution’s voting guidelines were selected, the intermediary would apply the guidelines to each applicable
ballot item to determine how an RBO’s shares should be voted. This approach also presents logistical issues.
Guidelines are often susceptible to interpretation, which could make their application contentious or lead to a
divergence between the institution’s and RBO’s votes as noted above. Moreover, if an institution’s policies stated
that a guideline would be applied on an ad hoc basis, there would be no certainty that the votes of the RBO and
the institution were aligned unless the institution published its voting decision in advance of the meeting. Voting
guidelines also may not cover all of the matters subject to a vote at the annual meetings of the RBO’s portfolio
companies, leading some commentators to recommend that RBOs be able to identify two or three choices that
operate as defaults in that case.27

■■

Scope of participants posting voting guidelines or decisions. Some have suggested that the universe of investors
permitted to post voting guidelines or decisions could be unlimited, but most concede that this approach would raise
concerns about systems complexity and information quality. A model that limits posting investors to institutions may
address these concerns to some extent, but not fully. Proxy advisory firms could also participate, although some have
objected to their inclusion absent greater regulation of their activities.28 Some of these firms publish summaries of their
guidelines, but that practice is not universal, and this latter group of firms is unlikely to make voting guidelines they
offer to institutions on a fee basis generally accessible to others for free.

■■

Scope of advance instructions. RBOs could give advance instructions generally across all proposals (e.g., vote
with management on all proposals) or have the ability to customize their instructions by proposal (e.g., vote with
management for proposals regarding right to call a special meeting, but with a specified institution for proposals
relating to executive compensation).

■■

Frequency of RBO review of advance instructions. RBOs could be required to renew their advance instructions
periodically, failing which the advance instructions would expire. Alternatively, RBOs could themselves set a desired
review frequency, with or without an option to “set it and forget it” for permanent advance instructions.

■■

Use of pre-marked VIF. Some, but not all, proponents urge the use of a pre-marked VIF to show the application
of an RBO’s advance instructions to the matters subject to vote at the applicable annual meeting. Shares would be
voted as marked, absent the RBO’s override. From a regulatory perspective, some view the pre-marked VIF to be an
important investor protection feature to the extent that it supports the goal of volitional voting.
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The potential advantages and disadvantages of approaches to these features of a CDV model are summarized in the
table below.
Feature

Potential Advantages

Potential Disadvantages

Scope of Proposals Subject to CDV
All management and
shareowner proposals

■■

Potential for greater RBO
participation with respect to more
proposals

■■

■■

■■

■■

Subset of common
and easily defined
proposals (e.g.,
staggered board;
cumulative voting)

■■

■■

■■

Easier to engage RBOs, as more
user-friendly

■■

Less risk that CDV model will
operate to marginalize important
differences in more sensitive or
complex proposals
Easier to develop a coding system
for these proposals, since they tend
not to have multiple variations

■■

■■

■■

Exclude director
elections and
contested proposals

■■

■■

12

Appropriately reflects need for
closer consideration of more
sensitive or complex items
Potential for greater RBO
participation with respect to more
proposals
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■■

■■

Advance instructions may not be appropriate for contested
proposals in which proponent and management are using
separate proxy cards; in those cases, the advocacy may
be more nuanced and merit more customized analysis
based on the individual circumstances of the company (a
particularly acute concern for contested director elections)
Potential for information overload that could discourage
RBO participation
Greater challenge in developing appropriate codes for the
range of proposals and their various iterations
Other approaches, such as increased solicitation, could
produce increased and more informed RBO participation
Potential challenges in defining universe of proposals that
would meet the “easily defined” threshold, particularly
given increasingly nuanced shareowner proposals on
many “common” governance matters; issue is made
more challenging if regulatory intervention were needed to
determine this universe of proposals
Utility of CDV may decline with exclusion of proposals,
given the number of votes that would be subject to ad hoc
completion by RBOs
Potential for disproportionate development costs to capture
the benefit of CDV for a limited subset of proposals
Potential for confusion among RBOs who do not appreciate
the need for further action on items not covered by advance
instructions; this disadvantage would be heightened if
uninstructed items are treated as not voted, permitting
management to vote those items
Utility of CDV may decline as more proposals are excluded,
given the number of votes that would be subject to ad hoc
completion by RBOs
Potential for confusion among RBOs who do not appreciate
the need for further action on items not covered by advance
instructions; this disadvantage would be heightened if
uninstructed items are treated as not voted, permitting
management to vote those items
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Feature

Potential Advantages

Potential Disadvantages

Voting Choices
For/against/abstain

■■

■■

Uninstructed shares
voted proportionally

■■

■■

■■

Uninstructed shares
treated as not voted

■■

■■

Menu of other investor
voting decisions or
guidelines

■■
■■

■■

Simple to understand and
implement
No need to involve intermediary or
others to make judgments about
application of third-party guidelines
to specific proposals
Increases voting participation
without a “default” vote for
management, a claim often
asserted against brokers who
vote uninstructed shares at their
discretion

■■

■■

■■
■■

If design did not compel genuine volition in voting, could
be viewed as the equivalent of uninstructed broker voting;
absence of obligation to reaffirm advance instructions (or an
infrequent obligation to do so) could exacerbate this issue
Even if structured to ensure volition, could have same effect
as uninstructed broker voting
Potential equivalent of uninstructed broker voting
Potential for manipulation by investors moving share
positions in order to influence the investor base used for this
purpose

Practicable and used by many
brokers within current framework
An affirmative selection by RBO
of proportional voting represents
a valid choice and therefore is not
practical equivalent of uninstructed
broker voting
Better reflection of reality than
proportional voting
Avoids challenges of determining
which voting base to measure for
purposes of casting a proportional
vote

■■

■■

Broader array of choices

■■

More likely to promote informed
voting

■■

Less likely to result in perception
that CDV is practical equivalent of
uninstructed broker voting

■■

■■

■■

Would depress RBO voting participation on uninstructed
items
Could give management the vote on uninstructed items29

Likely to attract fewer RBO users because less user-friendly,
given additional complexity
More significant implementation questions
Potential for information overload may discourage RBO use
of this model
Because institutions reserve the ability to vote contrary
to their own voting guidelines if warranted, RBOs basing
advance instructions on institutional guidelines may not in
fact vote the same as the relevant institutions on a given
item
Institutions may prohibit intermediaries from allowing RBOs
to mirror their votes, since they do not owe a fiduciary duty
to any investors other than their own investors and want to
avoid any implication that they have expanded duties, thus
limiting voting choices
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Feature

Potential Advantages

Potential Disadvantages

Voting Decisions vs. Voting Guidelines
Voting decisions

■■

■■

Allows RBOs to follow other
investors and benefit from their
expertise
Minimizes potential for errors in
coding proposals and application of
guidelines

■■

■■

■■

Voting guidelines

■■

Institutions may be more willing to
allow RBOs to follow their guidelines
than decisions

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Inappropriate to provide incentive to align RBO votes
with institutions that owe no fiduciary duty to RBOs;
institutions likewise may prohibit explicit mirror-voting for the
same reason and to avoid any implication that they have
expanded duties, thus limiting voting choices
Difficult to process RBO voting instructions if, as is now the
case, institutional investors vote close to meeting date
Confidential voting procedures impair ability of
intermediaries to apply an RBO’s vote in the same manner
as the selected institution, absent a requirement for
institutions to publish their votes
Inappropriate to provide incentive to align RBO votes
with institutions that owe no fiduciary duty to RBOs;
institutions likewise may prohibit explicit mirror-voting for the
same reason and to avoid any implication that they have
expanded duties, thus limiting voting choices
Particular institutional investors may have interests or
concerns that are factors in their guidelines but are not
applicable to investors generally and are not apparent from
guidelines
Investors often reserve discretion to deviate from their
guidelines, creating the potential for disparity between the
actual institutional vote and the RBO’s voting expectation
based on the institution’s guidelines
Impractical to code proposals and accurately apply
guidelines to some types of proposals, particularly in light of
potential liability
Intermediaries not likely to accept responsibility for applying
guidelines if any discretion or judgment involved, as will
almost always be the case

Scope of Participants Posting Voting Guidelines or Decisions
Institutional investors
only

■■

■■

Inclusion of
recommendations of
30
proxy advisory firms

■■

■■
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Focuses on that segment of
investor community with the
greatest interest and resources to
develop and advance meaningful
voting rationales

■■

■■

Limits choices and fails to capitalize on the voting “brands”
approach that would filter choices as effectively
Implicates all issues above regarding use of institutional
voting guidelines or decisions

Leverages the fiduciary duty of
many institutions as a proxy for
regulation directed at liability for
misleading statements
Acknowledges the key role these
firms now play in the governance
landscape
Proxy advisory firms already publish
their guidelines, so little cost in
making these available to RBOs
among voting choices
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■■

■■

Proxy advisory firms would not likely make available any
information about company-specific voting decisions or
other matters that would cannibalize their fee-for-services
business model
Some constituencies, notably companies, may object to
participation by proxy advisory firms in the absence of
greater regulation of these firms because of the critical role
they play despite their lack of economic interest, perceived
conflicts of interest and perceived “one size fits all”
approach to governance matters31
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Feature

Potential Advantages

Potential Disadvantages

Application of Advance Instructions
Portfolio-wide

■■
■■

■■

By proposal type

■■

■■
■■

User-friendly simplicity

■■

Simplicity of implementation for
intermediaries
Lower cost
More natural point of departure if
goal is to promote informed voting
Increased customization
Decreases potential need for RBO
override of advance instructions,
which could encourage RBO
participation insofar as it promotes
a “set it and forget it” approach

■■

■■
■■

■■

Uncertainty for RBO as to whether a proxy is voted at
all or on every issue on RBO’s behalf, but system could
become complex if RBOs rank voting choices to address
case in which one voting choice does not have a guideline /
decision on a matter
Could discourage RBO use of CDV since RBOs may not
take the time to become informed about individual issues
Increased complexity of use for RBOs
Potential increased complexity of implementation for
intermediaries
Potentially greater systems development cost

Reaffirmation of Advance Instructions
Annual reaffirmation

■■

■■

Periodic, but less
frequent than annual
reaffirmation

RBO ability to set
own reaffirmation
preference

■■

■■

■■

■■

Addresses rapidly changing
dynamics of governance proposals
and evolution of management and
investor perspectives about best
practices

■■

■■

If annual reaffirmation is required, there is less difference
between CDV and today’s proxy framework calling for
annual voting
Requires more time and effort from RBOs, which could
discourage RBO participation

Promotes more engaged RBO
participation
Requires less time and effort from
RBOs than annual reaffirmation
Mitigates potential for CDV to be
perceived as practical equivalent of
uninstructed broker voting
Allows RBO preferences to drive
CDV on a more individualized basis
Less intrusive for users

■■

■■

■■

■■

Any reaffirmation that occurs less frequently than annually
could undercut concept that CDV is volitional and
increase the concern that it is the practical equivalent of
uninstructed broker voting
Potentially diminishes RBO engagement in a rapidly
changing governance environment
Many RBOs may “set it and forget it,” which could be
viewed as discouraging informed RBO participation
If many RBOs select management as initial default, may
be perceived or operate as the practical equivalent of
uninstructed broker voting

VIF
Pre-marked VIF

■■

■■

■■

Satisfies investor protection goal
since RBO will see how his shares
will be voted in the absence of
RBO’s override

■■

Potentially discourages informed RBO participation if RBOs
“set it and forget it” and do not review pre-marked VIFs

User-friendly in terms of clarity and
time-savings
Does not prevent RBO from
overriding votes shown at any time
prior to the ordinary course voting
deadline
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Other Regulatory and Logistical Considerations
Aside from the features noted above, the design and acceptance of CDV will be driven by other regulatory and logistical
considerations that have been raised by its proponents. We note the most widely raised considerations below. In our
view, however, one regulatory concern has not been fully addressed by proponents, and that is whether it is appropriate
to permit solicitation of voting instructions in the absence of the disclosures mandated by the SEC’s proxy rules. The
proxy rules are predicated on the principle that voting should not be decoupled from these disclosures that are intended
to provide appropriate context for voting decisions. This principle was most recently reflected in the e-proxy rules, which
prohibit the mailing of the proxy card with the Notice of Internet Availability of Proxy Materials.32 CDV proponents address
this problem mainly through assertions that institutional investors essentially set advance voting instructions now through
their reliance on proxy solicitation firms — an approach, they argue, that is worse than CDV, since those firms have
no economic interest in the companies that are the subject of their voting recommendations. But as noted above, the
ways that institutions use proxy advisory firms vary significantly and often involve significant year-to-year dialogue about
current governance issues. Moreover, that institutional practices may have evolved in this direction does not require, as a
matter of policy, that the model be extended to RBOs if that result would be inconsistent with fundamental principles of
investor protection. CDV also seeks to address the policy issue from an operational perspective through the revocability
of advance instructions, as well as through opt-in and reaffirmation features, but these may not be sufficient to overcome
the regulatory concern.
Assuming a favorable resolution of this basic policy issue, it is noteworthy that most commentators believe that a
prescriptive regulatory approach by the SEC or other relevant regulators33 could inhibit the evolution of CDV in line with
technological innovation, the competitive landscape among intermediaries, developments in proxy infrastructure and
the preferences of RBOs and other participants in the proxy voting process. An approach that removes any current
regulatory impediments, such as those arising under Securities Exchange Act (Exchange Act) Rules 14a-3 and 14a-6
discussed below, seems more conducive to providing a development platform for CDV. That approach would likely result
in fewer direct and indirect costs and would allow CDV more latitude to develop organically in line with market forces and
RBO preferences.
In this regard, and particularly if RBOs must opt into CDV, there seems to be no regulatory justification either to restrict
access to particular classes of RBOs based on sophistication or, by the same token, to require that brokers, banks or
other interested intermediaries offer the service to all RBOs.34 Nor should the SEC regulate the types of intermediaries —
brokers, bank custodians, shareowner forums or others — that may lawfully offer a CDV service, although exemptions
from the SEC’s solicitation rules and any other conditions to offering a CDV service should apply equally to all of these
actors to create a level playing field and promote competition.35 Similarly, a regulatory approach that would specify with
granularity the type of institutional voting guidelines or decisions that might be eligible for inclusion in a CDV environment
would impair the attractiveness of the model. This type of limitation could impose new compliance costs on institutional
investors that would otherwise not object to RBO access to their voting guidelines or decisions.
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Paper versus Online Model
Given uncertainty about the costs and RBO acceptance of a CDV model, many suggest that CDV be promoted first in an
online environment. The additional burden and cost of a paper-based system are undeniable. In the absence of empirical
data about expected CDV adoption rates, an approach that minimizes these burdens by focusing first on a Web-based
CDV model seems desirable.36

The Role of Intermediaries
Because most RBOs hold their stock through brokers and bank custodians, some commentators suggest that reliance
on these intermediaries would facilitate more rapid CDV adoption by RBOs, as we suggest above. A CDV service would
be a natural adjunct, for example, to the Web-based information and trading services that many brokers already offer to
their clientele, making the evolution of CDV less dependent on the need for an independent business model.
Reliance on a customer account-centric model (i.e., allowing RBOs access to CDV through their broker-dealers’ Web
sites) would have the additional advantage of creating a one-stop portal for voting positions without the need to link
to and click through another Web-based voting environment. A further advantage is the ability to leverage existing
proxy infrastructure, notably the link between the broker’s client interface and the principal existing voting platform
available through Broadridge. At least one commentator has urged a further step by suggesting that the SEC require
intermediaries to direct VIFs to any voting platform specified by an RBO, much as beneficial owners may now specify a
physical or email address for delivery of proxy materials.37 Since other shareowner-focused Web sites can access the
Broadridge voting platform on a fee basis, this additional feature could promote CDV adoption and competition in refining
and improving the service.
While reliance on broker and bank intermediaries has many proponents, it is clear that the intermediary’s role must be
a passive one. Brokers and banks are unlikely to accept responsibilities, such as applying third-party voting guidelines
or decisions to RBO voting instructions, particularly if they cannot recoup the cost of doing so or if these responsibilities
entail liability exposure beyond existing standards of care.38 The same goes for other actors in a CDV model, such as
operators of voting platforms. We are also skeptical that brokers and banks would be willing to develop a menu of
voting options or in-house governance research capabilities, which could entail unrecoverable costs. That said, brokers
and banks that sponsor their own investment funds now develop voting policies that could be readily adapted as
“house” guidelines.
SEC action would be required to clarify the application of the proxy solicitation rules to intermediary participation in
CDV. Rule 14a-1(l) under the Exchange Act defines solicitation to include the “furnishing of a form of proxy or other
communication to security holders under circumstances reasonably calculated to result in the procurement, withholding
or revocation of a proxy,” subject to certain exceptions. Communications sent by brokers to encourage participation
in a CDV model would appear to fall within this definition absent an exemption, and the SEC staff agrees with this
conclusion.39 As such, brokers would have to comply with the proxy solicitation rules, including principally the disclosure
and SEC filing requirements applicable to proxy materials.40
Exchange Act Rule 14a-2 provides additional guidance on the application of the SEC’s proxy rules and provides an
exception for communications from brokers to beneficial owners that seek voting instructions and do not influence the
manner in which the beneficial owner votes are exempt from the SEC’s solicitation rules.41 While soliciting participation via
a CDV model has a similar purpose, the second condition to the exemption may be problematic for communications that
seek advance instructions, since it requires that the beneficial owner promptly be given copies of all soliciting material
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relevant to the same subject matter for which the broker is seeking instructions. In its request for interpretive guidance,
the SCSGP has argued that this requirement would be satisfied in a CDV model since no votes are in fact tabulated until
after the soliciting materials are received.42 The SEC staff does not agree with this position; in its view, the solicitation of
advance voting instructions by definition does not satisfy the requirement that the intermediary “promptly furnish” proxy
materials.43 If the SEC were to revise this condition to facilitate CDV, there are several compensating steps that it could
take. These include requirements, among others, to (1) pair advance instructions with cautionary disclosure that the
instructions will relate to existing and future portfolio positions and to matters about which mandated solicitation materials
are not yet available; and (2) deliver to CDV participants a pre-marked VIF (the practicality of which will depend on the
complexity of the voting choices) that specifically calls out the ability of the RBO to override previously-set advance
instructions on any matter.

Information Provided to RBOs
One rationale for advancing CDV is to provide RBOs with a window into the more robust dialogue about governance that
now occurs between management, directors and many institutional investors representing a wide variety of economic
and social perspectives. While this rationale is appealing, some commentators question whether it is the responsibility of
regulators to facilitate “comparison shopping” among voter opinions on ballot items. Even among those who accept this
rationale and concede a role for the SEC in facilitating CDV, many acknowledge that the quality, form, clarity, simplicity
and timing and accessibility of information about proxy voting will significantly influence both the likelihood and degree of
RBO engagement. Because small changes in how information is presented can have a disproportionate impact on ease
of use, careful planning of these features will be central to the potential effectiveness and consequences of CDV.
Commentators generally agree that inclusion of voting guidelines or decisions in a CDV service should be voluntary on
the part of the relevant institutional investor.44 Aside from that point of consensus, several questions remain, including:
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■■

Whether it should be permissible to post voting guidelines in the form in which the institutional investor publishes
them generally or whether content-based standards would be appropriate;

■■

The nature of content-based standards that may be applied. For example, an institutional investor might be obligated
to disclose, at a minimum, (1) what it is (e.g., a proxy advisory firm, an investment fund oriented to socially responsible
investments or a federation of labor unions); (2) its investment strategy and how that may drive its voting policies, (3)
its process for determining a voting position (e.g., use of a fiduciary based on independent research; outsourcing to
a proxy advisory firm); (4) material conflicts of interest (e.g., related person transactions); and (5) its lack of fiduciary
duties to anyone other than its own investors and the fact that actual votes may vary from the positions set out in the
guidelines for reasons that the institution is not obligated to disclose. Commentators have suggested that contentbased standards should be limited in number and kind to promote accessibility of these guidelines as an informational
tool for RBOs and, in particular, should not impose liability standards beyond those that may apply under existing
law;45

■■

Whether institutions that volunteer their voting guidelines for inclusion in a CDV service should be subject to
mandatory reporting of their actual votes so that RBOs have a basis for understanding how the guidelines are actually
applied;

■■

The appropriateness of other limitations (e.g., size of investor or resources devoted to voting and governance analysis
in connection with its investments) as a proxy for the quality or integrity of the guidelines;
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■■

Whether intermediaries that act as aggregators of voting guidelines could adopt their own screening tools or
otherwise limit the number or types of voting perspectives represented or should be required to present a range of
perspectives; and

■■

Whether the availability of this information detracts from focus on the SEC-mandated proxy disclosures and whether
there are steps the SEC could take to make those disclosures more likely to be read.

While there is no consensus on the approach to these questions, how they are handled will affect not only the design
of CDV, but also the willingness of institutions to post their voting guidelines or decisions in a CDV service. It seems
axiomatic that any CDV model that calls for increased regulation of the content or timing of publication of voting
guidelines or decisions will reduce the willingness of institutions to participate.

Data Tagging and Audit Trail
One common concern raised about CDV relates to the need to code both proposals and, to the extent the model
contemplates mirror-voting, specific voting guidelines or decisions in order to facilitate the operation of the model in an
online environment. Coding errors in today’s framework occur, although there is no publicly available empirical data that
measures error type or frequency. Errors in reporting votes and confirming tabulation could be expected to increase with
the complexity of the CDV model, which could in turn affect the availability and integrity of the audit trail for a given vote.
While other matters more significantly affect the audit trail (e.g., over- and under-voting) and may be addressed in the
wake of the concept release, a CDV model should take into account tools to reduce errors in voting and tabulation.46
Many commentators have suggested that this concern could be addressed in part through standardized data tagging by
analogy to XBRL data tagging of financial statements.47
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Cost Considerations �
We are not aware of any survey or other attempt to identify and quantify costs that would be incurred by the principal
interested constituencies (e.g., companies, intermediaries (whether brokers, banks or shareowner forums and voting
platforms)) to develop and maintain a CDV model. CDV start-up costs would include the costs in systems development
for the CDV platform, the costs of populating any menu or library of voting guidelines or decisions, as well as costs
associated with enrolling RBOs and educating them about the system. Ongoing costs would include, at minimum,
database and systems maintenance costs and costs associated with preparation of pre-marked VIFs. There could be
indirect costs associated with legal compliance, depending on the approach taken by the SEC and other regulators,
whether specifically with respect to CDV or more generally with respect to matters affecting proxy infrastructure.
These costs could be significant, although in the case of some of them, notably systems development, intermediaries
have developed and gained experience operating similar products (e.g., Broadridge’s institutional ProxyEdge product)
that could be leveraged to curb costs. The cost of promoting CDV could, however, be considerable, if experience
with Internet delivery of proxy materials is a guide. In the case of that precursor of e-proxy, invitations to shareowners
are ubiquitous, but have generated relatively limited interest given the size of the overall voting population. If CDV is
promoted via brokers and bank custodians as a readily-added ancillary service for existing online account holders and
for persons opening new accounts, these expenses may be mitigated somewhat even if participation requires affirmative
action by RBOs.
Literature promoting CDV has not focused on cost allocation. Some have speculated that cost savings to companies
using e-proxy would be an ample offset to CDV development costs. Those commentators also point to existing NYSE
rules that require companies to bear the principal cost of the current voting framework.48 It is unclear whether this
approach could be appropriately adapted for an online CDV service and, in any event, it has been subject to significant
objections from the business community since pricing is fixed.49 If history is any indication, cost allocation could be an
impediment to further development of a CDV model: The SEC had to defer the effective date of the rules governing the
current voting framework for two years while companies and intermediaries debated cost allocation.50
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Conclusion and Recommendations �
In any assessment of CDV, the central question is the problem the model is intended to address. While a broad
consensus exists about the importance of RBO participation, open questions remain about the appropriate — and
reasonably practicable — goals that CDV should serve. A key operational question is whether to permit RBOs to benefit
indirectly from the resources that institutional investors devote to the annual meeting process and, if so, how to address
the many substantive and logistical issues that would ensue. In this sense, no iteration of CDV persuasively addresses
the core problem, which is one of investor education — convincing RBOs of the importance of their vote.
Design considerations aside, CDV presents a fundamental policy issue for the SEC. Under any CDV model, RBOs would
set voting instructions before disclosure about the matters in question is available and before the specific matters are
known — indeed, in some iterations of CDV, before the shareowner even owns stock in a company for whose annual
meeting the instructions would apply. This is in stark contrast to the core objective of the current proxy framework that
does not permit voting in the absence of highly detailed disclosures because of the high value the SEC places on making
sure investors have an opportunity to understand the matters on which they are asked to vote. As a matter of public
policy, it is far from clear how the SEC will balance the independent value it ascribes to RBO participation — apparent
from the commissioners’ remarks at the open meeting for the concept release51 — against the disclosure and investor
protection principles underpinning the current framework. The SEC must also evaluate whether the features of CDV
intended to address this concern — the ability to revoke advance instructions and periodic reaffirmation of advance
instructions — are sufficient.52
That said, we acknowledge other policy considerations that support continued development of a CDV model, notably
the SEC’s interest in promoting a level playing field among institutional investors and RBOs. In this regard, we note that
institutional reliance on voting guidelines may be a form of advance revocable voting instructions. We also note the
concerns raised by many about the extent of the reliance by institutions on proxy advisory services, although there is
no firm evidence about institutional practices in this regard. Some institutional investors may effectively “outsource” their
voting function to proxy advisory firms due to staffing or other constraints, but many others (particularly larger institutions
with greater financial and staffing resources) use proxy advisory services only as a supplemental resource. We also
recognize that some features of the current proxy voting system may now operate to marginalize RBO participation.53
They include the length of proxy materials, the design of the VIF and the delivery mode that companies may select for
their proxy materials.
CDV clearly merits consideration as part of the evaluation of proxy infrastructure that is ongoing and, with the publication
of the concept release, will now intensify. The questions the SEC has raised in the concept release ensure that interested
constituencies will have the chance to express their perspectives about the basic tension that underpins the debate
today. Given the lack of empirical data on how CDV would work and whether and to what degree it may achieve any
particular goals, we anticipate that much of the discussion will be theoretical and therefore potentially contribute to
further reluctance on the part of the SEC to take the necessary steps to facilitate CDV. Indeed, at the SEC open meeting
to approve the concept release, Commissioners Aguilar and Walter highlighted the importance of fact-finding to its
consideration of further regulatory action.
The complexity of CDV and the policy and regulatory issues it entails suggest to us that a robust CDV model is likely to
have a long gestation period. This is particularly the case since any CDV model must be considered in light of the wide
range of proxy infrastructure questions that the SEC is now raising. Many of these questions may involve regulatory
changes that may be more expeditious and, possibly, more effective tools to increase RBO participation. These include
improving the potential for direct communications by companies and their shareowners, which could be accomplished
through the elimination or adjustment of the OBO/NOBO framework to favor disclosure of shareowner identities, at least
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for some period around key shareowner meetings. Other more mechanical adjustments to the current framework that
facilitate voting generally should also accrue to the benefit of RBOs. The SEC’s focus on more robust broker-dealer online
platforms also seems to be a promising tool for increasing RBO engagement. For companies using e-proxy, the SEC
could also simply reverse its earlier position and permit companies to provide the proxy card with the Notice of Internet
Availability of Proxy Materials and permit shareowners to vote immediately. While this last approach does little in the way
of educating shareowners, it has the virtue of being a solicitation conducted at a time when mandated proxy materials
are available. This approach attracted criticism when previously considered by the SEC,54 and it is not clear that critics
could be persuaded that it is any more desirable in today’s environment.
While we support continuing examination of CDV, these additional means of promoting RBO engagement seem to us
to merit priority consideration. They have the potential to both simplify the voting framework generally and enhance
communications in ways that serve the interests of companies and investors alike, leveling the playing field with less
potential to skew voting incentives and outcomes. Perhaps more importantly, at least some of these reforms can
be achieved — in contrast to CDV — in a way that does not require consideration of investor protection principles
underpinning the SEC’s proxy rules.
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ANNEX A

Excerpts from SEC Concept Release Relating to CDV
(Excluding Notes) �
IV. Communication and Shareholder Participation
…
B.

Means to Facilitate Retail Investor Participation

1.

Background

As we seek to promote and facilitate shareholder voting in general, we understand that the level of voting by retail
investors is a particular area of concern. Retail investor participation rates in the proxy voting process historically have
been low. Given the importance of proxy voting, we view significant lack of participation by retail investors in proxy voting
as a source of concern, even in companies in which retail share ownership represents a relatively small portion of total
voting power. We understand that this situation is not limited to the U.S., as the level of voting by shareholders in other
jurisdictions has also caused concern.
2.

Potential Regulatory Responses

…
c.

Advance Voting Instructions

Some commentators have recommended that we adopt rules to facilitate what has been called “client-directed voting”
as a means to increase investor participation in the voting process. In general, this concept contemplates that brokers
or other parties would solicit voting instructions from retail investors on particular topics (e.g., election of directors,
ratification of auditors, approval of equity compensation plans, action on shareholder proposals) in advance of their
receiving the proxy materials from companies. The advance voting instructions would then be applied to proxy cards
or VIFs related to the investors’ securities holdings, unless the investors changed those instructions. Investors would
be able (but not required) to instruct their securities intermediaries or other parties to vote their shares in any number of
ways, including the following:
■■

Vote shares in accordance with the board of directors’ recommendations; �

■■

Vote shares against the board of directors’ recommendations; �

■■

Vote shares related to particular types of proposals (for example, shareholder proposals related to environmental or
social issues) consistent with recommendations issued by specified interest groups, proxy advisory firms, investors, or
voting policies;

■■

Abstain from voting shares; or

■■

Vote shares proportionally with the brokerage firm’s customers’ instructed votes, or the instructed votes of its
institutional or retail customers only.

The investors would generally give the advance voting instructions at the time they sign their brokerage agreements or
sign up for the proxy voting service, or periodically thereafter, and would always be revocable. Investors would also be
able to change the advance voting instructions at any time.
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In connection with each proxy solicitation, investors who had given advance voting instructions would receive a proxy
card or VIF pre-marked in accordance with those voting instructions, along with the proxy materials required by the
federal securities laws. Investors could override any of the advanced voting instructions applicable to that proxy
solicitation by checking or clicking on an appropriate election box before the vote is submitted. Absent instructions to
the contrary, the securities intermediary or other party would vote the investor’s shares in accordance with the advance
voting instructions as pre-marked on the proxy card or VIF.
In connection with the proposal to amend NYSE Rule 452, we received several comment letters that discussed advance
voting instructions as an alternative to the NYSE Rule 452 amendment or advocated that such voting instructions
should be considered in conjunction with the NYSE Rule 452 amendment. In the order approving the NYSE Rule 452
amendment, we noted that advance voting instructions raise a variety of questions and concerns, such as requiring
investors to make a voting decision in advance of receiving a proxy statement containing the disclosures mandated
under the federal securities laws and possibly without consideration of the specific issues to be voted upon. The Proxy
Working Group also expressed concern that advance voting instructions could act as a disincentive for retail investors to
vote after reviewing proxy materials if they had already given such instructions. On the other hand, supporters of advance
voting instructions stated that the implementation of voting based on such instructions could help issuers solve quorum
problems, encourage greater retail shareholder participation in the voting process by making it easier for investors to
vote, better permit shareholders to exercise their franchise, and result in more discussion and involvement between
investors and their brokers on proxy issues.
While we will continue to consider the advisability of allowing third parties, such as broker-dealers, to solicit instructions
regarding the voting of shares by retail investors without the benefit of information that is contained in disclosures that our
rules require in connection with shareholder votes, we recognize that facilitating the use of advance voting instructions
can be viewed as providing retail investors with a component of the services now made available to institutional investors
by proxy advisory firms. However, retail investors are not necessarily in the same position as institutional investors. Some
institutional investors rely upon pre-developed voting policies and procedures to ensure consistency across portfolios,
to aid in post-vote monitoring and reporting, and otherwise to comply with applicable fiduciary duties. Some retail
shareholders may not be as likely to monitor, or hire others to monitor, the application of their advance voting instructions.
There is currently no applicable exemption for securities intermediaries to solicit advance voting instructions from
their customers. Exchange Act Rule 14a-2(a)(1) provides an exemption from the proxy solicitation rules to securities
intermediaries when they forward proxy materials on behalf of issuers and request voting instructions. This exemption,
however, requires securities intermediaries to “promptly furnish” proxy materials to the person solicited. By definition,
brokers seeking to obtain advance voting instructions from customers would not be able to satisfy this requirement. In
the absence of an applicable exemption for the solicitation of advance voting instructions, Rule 14a-4(d) states that no
proxy shall confer authority to vote at any annual meeting other than the next annual meeting after the date on which the
form of proxy is first sent. In addition, that rule prohibits a proxy from granting authority to vote with respect to more than
one meeting.
To pursue this alternative further, there are a number of issues that would need to be considered. Advance voting
instructions could be solicited to varying levels of detail. For instance, such an instruction could be very broad, such
as “vote consistent with management’s recommendations” or “vote consistent with the recommendations of XYZ
Environmental Group.” The grant of such broad authority could raise concerns about the extent to which the investor’s
vote is an informed one. Greater specificity in a request for instructions, however, could provide an investor with
greater certainty regarding what his or her instruction relates to. For example, an instruction to “vote consistent with
[management’s or other party’s] recommendations regarding corporate governance issues” would provide more certainty.
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In addition, if we were to permit advance voting instructions, we would need to address other issues including whether
such instructions should be re-affirmed on a periodic basis; whether they should apply to the voting of shares of issuers
that the investor did not own when the original instructions were submitted; whether they should be re-affirmed each
time an investor purchases additional shares of an issuer’s stock for which that investor has already submitted voting
instructions; and whether brokers can seek from investors advance voting instructions that vary by company.
We are interested in receiving views on whether permitting advance voting instructions would increase retail investor
participation in the voting process, and on whether such instructions would be appropriate as a general matter. If such
instructions would increase retail investor participation and would be appropriate, we are interested in receiving views on
any conditions or requirements that we should consider applying to the solicitation of such instructions.
…
3.

Request for Comment

…
With respect to advance voting instructions, we ask the following questions:
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■■

Should we consider allowing securities intermediaries to solicit voting instructions in advance of distribution of proxy
materials pursuant to an exemption from the proxy solicitation rules? Should there be any conditions on any such
exemption, and if so, what should they be?

■■

To what extent would voting instructions made without the benefit of proxy materials result in less informed voting
decisions? Are there countervailing benefits to permitting the solicitation of such instructions? To what extent does the
revocability of advance voting instructions mitigate concerns over less informed voting decisions?

■■

With regard to the use of advance voting instructions, are retail investors at a disadvantage as compared to
institutional investors that use the services of a proxy advisory firm? If so, how? Are there aspects of the services
and relationship between proxy advisory firms and their clients that would not exist between securities intermediaries
soliciting advance voting instructions and their customers? If so, how should these differences be addressed, if at all?

■■

If such solicitation of advance voting instructions were permitted, what level of specificity should the solicitation of
advanced voting instructions be required (or permitted) to have? Is it appropriate to permit the solicitation of a broad
scope of voting authority?

■■

Should we allow the solicitation by securities intermediaries of advance voting instructions for all types of proxy
proposals, or should it be limited to certain types of proposals? For example, should we permit solicitation of
advance voting instructions with respect to shareholder proposals, proxy contests, or proposals subject to “vote no”
campaigns?

■■

If solicitation of advance voting instructions were permitted, should the investor be permitted to instruct the securities
intermediary to vote in accordance with the recommendations of management, a proxy advisory firm, or other
specified persons? How neutral or balanced should the solicitation of advance voting instructions be?

■■

If we were to allow the solicitation of advance voting instructions, should we require an investor to reaffirm its voting
instructions periodically? If so, how often? Should we require an investor to reaffirm its voting instructions every time
it purchases additional shares of a stock for which that investor has already submitted a voting instruction, or when it
purchases shares of a new issuer?

■■

If we were to allow advance voting instructions, what would be an appropriate range of options available to an
investor? Should advance voting instructions only be permitted when the investor has meaningful options from which
to choose?
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■■

How difficult would it be to obtain advance voting instructions from existing brokerage customers? What would be
the costs of obtaining advance voting instructions for existing accounts? Who should bear the costs of soliciting such
instructions?

■■

If we were to allow the solicitation of advance voting instructions, would it undermine or promote the purpose of the
recent amendment to NYSE Rule 452 to prohibit brokers from voting uninstructed shares in uncontested elections of
directors?
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Summary of Broadridge Preliminary CDV Model �
The Broadridge preliminary work on a CDV model has been driven largely by principles similar to those developed by
SCSGP, notably the following:
■■

RBOs should receive no less disclosure in a CDV model than they do today;

■■

CDV should be easy to use, easy to access and provide access to a broad array of voting views;

■■

RBOs should retain ultimate control of their votes up to the voting deadline;

■■

RBOs should be able to view and modify their preferences at any time;

■■

RBOs should be able to terminate participation at any time; and

■■

RBOs should have to take affirmative action to participate in the CDV service.

When an RBO first logs into the CDV service, expected to be available via the RBO’s Web-based account at his or her
broker or bank, the RBO would be asked to set account preferences, including advance voting instructions. By contrast
to Broadridge’s ProxyEdge product for institutional investors, in which an investor typically sets advance instructions for
hundreds of proposal categories, RBOs would set advance instructions for a limited subset of proposals, comprising
the most common and easily defined proposals (e.g., staggered boards or cumulative voting). When setting advance
instructions, a RBO could access “external views,” consisting of a limited number of “advocates” from which to choose.
Advocates could be individual institutions or represent an investment style and would be included only upon the initiative
of the particular advocate. Inclusion of particular advocates would be subject to any minimum standards or conditions
that the SEC might eventually impose. Advocates would be classified by type (e.g., “socially-responsible investors”),
with advocates being identified to the classifications of their choice. An RBO seeking external views would select a
classification to view a list of relevant advocates and could view any of the advocate’s voting guidelines as provided to
Broadridge. The RBO would set an expiration date for his or her advance instructions at which time the RBO would be
called upon to renew the instructions. Pending the expiration date, the RBO’s user profile would remain accessible and
subject to change by the RBO at all times.
From the main screen, the RBO also would have access to a list of upcoming shareowner meetings in which he or
she would be eligible to vote, and could click directly into the VIF for a meeting for which the voting deadline had not
yet occurred. By viewing the VIF for a particular meeting, the RBO would see all the proposals subject to a vote at
that meeting and how his or her advance instructions would be applied to each proposal. To the extent an advocate
volunteered its actual voting intention (or vote) in advance of the voting deadline, the RBO could view that information.
The RBO could also compare available voting recommendations or actions of various advocates side-by-side, among
other analytical tools that would help the RBO to compare the views of relevant advocates.
The RBO could manually override a standing instruction and recast his or her vote at any time before the ordinary-course
voting deadline. Absent an override, the RBO’s shares would be voted automatically in accordance with his or her
advance instructions. In the VIF, the RBO could also vote on proposals not subject to his or her advance instructions.
The CDV service would provide various confirmation and reporting services to RBOs. For example, the RBO could elect
to receive a confirmation as to whether Broadridge has received and processed its VIF. Reports, including a summary
of how the voting outcomes of shareowner meetings in which the RBO participated compared with the RBO’s own
votes, could be created. The RBO would also have access to other features, including shareowner announcements, a
list of open votes for upcoming shareowner meetings for completion by the RBO, investor education tools and various
shareowner forums.
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SCSGP Principles Relating to CDV

Principles for Implementation of Client Directed Voting By Brokers
and Bank Custodians
Members of the Society of Corporate Secretaries and Governance Professionals have spent nearly two years developing
an approach to “client directed voting,” or CDV, that is workable and balanced. CDV is tool designed to make it easier
for retail shareholders to vote their proxies at annual or special shareholder meetings. It is our view that CDV will help to
rectify an imbalance in the proxy voting system by increasing the number of retail shareholders who vote their proxies.
Retail voting levels have hovered in the 20 percent range, and an even lower 5 percent range under Notice and Access
(where shareholders are notified of the electronic availability of proxy materials).
In developing this approach, we have consulted with other interested parties. Under our proposed approach, the SEC
would provide general guidance under the federal proxy rules, and any group would then be free to offer CDV in a
manner consistent with that guidance.
Below is a summary of the principles that we believe should guide a CDV platform implemented by brokers and bank
custodians.
Participation with CDV would be entirely optional. Under CDV, a shareholder would be invited to provide his or her broker
or bank custodian with advance instructions for the voting of certain types of proposals put forward by the company or
by another shareholder. A shareholder, for instance, could instruct his or her broker or bank to always vote in favor of
shareholder proposals to split the roles of CEO and Chairman. That shareholder would then have the option of over-riding
his or her own advance instructions at any time prior to the normal deadline for providing voting instructions.
A shareholder who has elected to participate with CDV would continue to receive proxy materials in the same time
frames as in the past. However, the shareholder’s voter instruction form, or VIF, would indicate which proposals are the
subject of advance instructions, and provide a means to over-ride such instructions. In addition to providing proposalspecific advance instructions, shareholders would be permitted to provide default instructions, such as to register votes
in proportion to other retail shareholders, explained in more detail below.

General Principles
■■

Investors participating in CDV should receive no less disclosure and other information than they do today, and should
receive the same proxy materials in the same time frame that they do today.

■■

Investors should retain ultimate control over their votes up until the ordinary course deadline for voting.

■■

Investors should be able — at any time — to view their CDV preferences, modify their preferences, and terminate
their participation in the program.

■■

CDV should require affirmative action by an investor in order to elect to participate in CDV — including the need to
choose a set of voting preferences — so that there may be no presumed or automatic enrollment.
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■■

CDV should be simple and straightforward to use, so that investors actually use the system and clearly understand
how their votes will be registered. A system that, initially, is weighed down with complicated features or imposes
excessive burdens on those who implement it in terms of operating the system or maintaining a customer base may
not work as a practical matter.

■■

It is our expectation that CDV will improve over time in overall usability and functionality by investors, just as Microsoft
evolved DOS into Windows 7 over time.

Intermediaries Offering CDV
■■

Participation by brokers, bank custodians, and other intermediaries should be voluntary, and each intermediary
should have flexibility to make CDV available to all of its clients, or only to a segment of its clients. We expect that
some intermediaries may wish to roll out CDV gradually, initially offering it at first only to one segment of its clients, but
then later offering it to others.

■■

CDV should be “open-architecture” in the sense that it can operate as a feature of any underlying “proxy plumbing”
system, and regulatory guidance should not limit or restrict by its terms who implements CDV, so long as those
implementing the program comply with applicable standards and conditions. By the same token, conditions and prerequisites for CDV imposed by regulators on brokers/banks should apply equally to all providers of CDV, whether they
are brokers/banks or other intermediaries. We anticipate that other groups, including investor-sponsored web sites,
will offer alternative CDV mechanisms consistent with regulatory guidance.

■■

CDV may be offered to all shareholders regardless of their form of ownership, including “street name” holders,
registered holders, and even holders through nominee accounts.

■■

Intermediaries who implement CDV should play an administrative role, meaning that they may not influence the
CDV preferences selected by participating clients, or otherwise influence client voting decisions. Brokers however
may continue to respond to unsolicited client inquiries consistent with current proxy rule exemptions, including by
responding to requests for advice on whether and how to participate with CDV.

CDV Mechanics
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■■

Initially, brokers and bank custodians will likely offer CDV to their clients who access and vote their ballots
electronically (such clients may request paper copies of the disclosure for their review). Offering CDV to paper-based
customers will be reviewed as a second-step.

■■

CDV will operate in a manner that permits an investor to provide advance instructions applicable to all companies in
his or her portfolio, coupled with an opportunity to override those instructions at any time by casting a manual vote. (A
vote manually entered by a shareholder will always trump a standing instruction.)

■■

CDV will include a list of relatively clear-cut company and shareholder proposals or proposal types that may be the
subject of proposal-specific advance instructions (e.g., shareholder proposals to split chairman/CEO positions) to
vote for, against, or abstain. A shareholder who wishes to enter advance instructions, but then review his or her vote
on a particular type of proposal on a company by company basis (after receiving the proxy materials) may choose
to “abstain” by default on that proposal type. (As is always the case, if the investor elects not to enter any advance
instructions, then no vote will be registered unless/until the investor enters manual votes on a company-by-company
basis, as is the case today without CDV).
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■■

CDV participants will be permitted to customize advance instructions that would apply to all proposals, except for
Excluded Topics, as noted below, with reference to specific voting policies reflecting a broad spectrum of investor
viewpoints, and which are publicly available or otherwise placed on the platform on acceptable terms. In effect,
investors would be permitted to design their own advance instructions upon review of these publicly available
voting guidelines. In addition to the option of customizing their advance instructions, investors will be permitted
to choose from other voting approaches, similar to the selections offered by proxy advisors to their institutional
investor clients. These may include advance instructions that reflect strong support for management, weak or neutral
support for management, and voting in proportion to other retail shareholders (for clients of participating brokers
and banks). Depending on cost and logistical issues, the first two default selections noted above may at least initially
be “always in favor” or “always against” the board’s recommendations, but we would endeavor to replace those
selections eventually with forms of proxy advice. There may be additional sets of advance instructions offered.
Advance instructions can always be over-ridden by a vote that an investor has manually entered. Any proposalspecific standing instruction (as described in the above bullet) will similarly take precedence of any general standing
instruction.

■■

Each of the proxy card/VIF (and the Notice card at such time that paper clients are permitted to participate) will
prominently reflect the investor’s pre-existing advance instructions, reflecting how a given proposal will be voted
absent further action by the investor. The proxy card/VIF will provide easy means for the investor to override advance
instructions on a given proposal. Note: Some publicly available voting guidelines or recommendations noted in the
above bullet may be unavailable for a particular company until after that company’s definitive proxy materials are filed
and mailed insofar as the investor may choose to follow the voting patterns of another investor, or rely on updated
voting recommendations. This means that an individual retail investor’s corresponding advance instructions could not
be reflected on the VIF possibly until a short time before the shareholders meeting.

■■

The CDV mechanism would not apply to proposals to approve or disapprove a significant corporate transaction, nor
would it include proposals that are the subject of a proxy contest in which shareholders solicit support for one or
more proposals on a separate proxy card from the company’s proxy card (collectively, “Excluded Topics”).

■■

An investor will be reminded of his or her participation in CDV each time he or she accesses or receives a VIF (and
Notice for paper clients once paper clients are able to participate in CDV) reflecting his or her advance instructions.
The website where clients access their brokerage accounts could also include a reminder that the investor has active
advance instructions in place — prominently displayed on the page where equity positions are listed — and the
investor could click through to view (and change) his or her advance instructions at any time. The page with CDV
advance instructions could also include a prominent “unsubscribe” button, making it easy for an investor to terminate
participation in CDV.
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Selected Resources �
As part of our review of CDV, we interviewed several individuals representing a range of perspectives and experience
with the current proxy voting framework, including representatives of institutional investors, members of the business
community, representatives drawn from the RBO community, lawyers active in governance matters and representatives
of broker-dealers and other intermediaries. With the permission of the Council of Institutional Investors, we conducted
these interviews on a confidential basis. In all cases, the views expressed were those of the individual and not necessarily
representative of any particular constituency. Unattributed commentary in this paper derives from these interviews. We
wish to thank these participants, whose contribution to framing the issues associated with CDV was invaluable.

Other Key Resources:
1. � Addendum to the RepoRt And RecommendAtions of the pRoxy WoRking gRoup to the neW yoRk stock exchAnge (2007)
2. � Frank G. Zarb, Jr. & John Endean, Restoring Balance in Proxy Voting: The Case for “Client Directed Voting,” Harvard
Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial Regulation (Feb. 14, 2010), available at http://blogs.law.
harvard.edu/corpgov/2010/02/14/
3. � Frank G. Zarb, Jr. & John Endean, The Case For ‘Client-Directed Voting,’ Law360 (Jan. 4, 2010), available at http://
www.law360.com/articles/140395
4. � John Wilcox, Fixing the Problems with Client Directed Voting, Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance
and Financial Regulation (March 5, 2010), available at http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/corpgov/2010/03/05/
5. � Mark Latham, Proxy Voting Brand Competition, 5 J. of Investment Mgmt. 79 (2007)
6. � James McRitchie, An Open Proposal for Client Directed Voting, Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate
Governance and Financial Regulation (July 14, 2010), available at http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/corpgov/2010/07/14/
an-open-proposal-for-client-directed-voting/
7. � Letter from Robert Schifellite, Broadridge, to Elizabeth M. Murphy, Sec’y, Sec. & Exch. Comm’n (Nov. 23, 2009)
8. � Letter from David W. Smith, Pres., Soc’y of Corp. Secretaries & Governance Professionals, to Thomas Kim, Chief
Couns., Div. of Corp. Fin., Sec. & Exch. Comm’n (Aug. 7, 2009)
9. � Rules under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
a. � 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-1 (2009)
b. � 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-2
10. � SEC, Concept Release on the U.S. Proxy System, Release No. 34-62495 (July 14, 2010), available at http://www.
sec.gov/rules/concept/2010/34-62495.pdf.
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